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Creating a Simple Web Server with Golang
Web servers are either software, hardware, or both working together. From the
hardware perspective, a web server is a computer whose purpose is to store web server
software and a website’s files, such as HTML documents, images, CSS (cascading style
sheets), and JavaScript files (“What is a Web Server?” n.d.). From the software perspective, a
web server controls how web users access the files it hosts (“What is a Web Server?” n.d.). A
web server understands HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol); with HTTP, the web server can
understand different URLs (web addresses) and serve users with appropriate content. This
paper focuses on creating a web server (the software part) using Golang (Go) language and
testing it using the curl command-line utility.
Web servers accept HTTP requests and serve or return a response. The response can
be of any format agreed upon by the developers; such formats include JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) and XML (extensible markup language). The HTTP requests consist of
methods, which can be any of the following (Gole, 2018):
● GET – query or retrieve information from the server.
● POST – send data to the server.
● PUT – update an existing item on the server.
● PATCH – partially update an existing object on the server.
● DELETE – remove an object from the server permanently.
In Go, to build a web server, the net/http package is required. Figure 1 shows a simple
Go web server. The web server expects requests with the methods mentioned above and
returns responses, as shown in Figure 2. To start the web server, run the command go run
./server.go. curl is used to make HTTP requests.
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This paper discussed what a web server is and how to create and run it in Go. It also
discussed various HTTP methods and showed how to implement them in the program.
Finally, it showed how to use curl to make requests to the web server.
Figure 1
Simple Go Web Server

Note. A simple web server in Go using the net/http package (Kamani, 2020).
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Figure 2
Output of Requests Sent to the Web Server
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